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Strot Okay, this is Rick Strot.  I’m interviewing Bianca Ochoa.  It’s June 10, 2004, at 

about 1:45 in the afternoon, and we’re in Ms. Ochoa’s room at Hillcrest 

Professional Development School [PDS].  So, Bianca, tell me:  when did you first 

become involved with Hillcrest PDS? 

Ochoa I actually became involved even before the school started because I was on the 

planning committee.  At the time, I was working as a gifted and talented teacher 

for the district, and I was selected to work on the committee that would help plan 

for the new professional development school in Waco, which would be Hillcrest.  

Strot And just tell me a little bit more then.  How long had you worked for the district 

at that point? 

Ochoa Ten years. 

Strot Ten years.  And was all of that time as a gifted/talented teacher? 

Ochoa No, I started teaching first grade in different schools for five years, and then the 

next five years was for gifted and talented. 

Strot Okay, now try and remember then back to when you were a GT [gifted and 

talented] teacher.  This would have been in ’92 then—the ’92, ’93 year—or before 
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that? 

Ochoa Yes, five years.  The year on the committee was in ’92. 

Strot So, it started in ’92, okay.  So, try and think back to when you were first told about 

it or asked to be on the committee or became aware that this was even going on.  

What was your first impression?  When did it happen?  When did you hear about 

it, from whom, and so on? 

Ochoa I don’t remember exactly how I first heard about it, but I remember getting a letter 

stating that I was invited to join this group of Baylor professors, administrators, 

other teachers in the district.  And so, that in it itself was exciting because I 

thought with just the three—and also community members would be involved in 

Region XII.  So, I thought just that group alone with a new vision would be 

exciting to be part of because I think it would just be an eye-opener to see how all 

of them work together to come up with a new school.  So, it was coming at it 

from an untraditional kind of way of just the district opening up a new school. 

Strot Okay, well, you mentioned that you, of course, knew some of the people that you 

saw were going to be on the committee with you.  So, tell me a little bit about that 

in terms of your beginnings and your connection with Baylor then. 

Ochoa Elden Barrett was the professor from Baylor who pretty much headed up that end 

of it with—and I had not met him before I—I don’t think so. 

Strot So, he was a new faculty member, too. 

Ochoa (speaks at the same time)  I think he was new with that group.  And, of course, the 

assistant superintendent from WISD [Waco Independent School District] was 
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there, and I knew several of the teachers that were on the committee.  

Strot How did you think you got placed on the committee?  Who do you think 

suggested you to be on the committee?  People usually ask around, Who’s a good 

teacher?  Who can we put on the committee?  Who do you think was the one, 

might have been somebody who said, “Let’s get Bianca Ochoa.” 

Ochoa Hmm, who might have been the one?  I really don’t know because, at that time, I 

was working with all the schools.  I was traveling around and I had an opportunity 

to work with all the principals and travel around to all the different schools and I 

worked with kindergarten through fifth grade.  So, maybe just that experience— 

Strot That’s good.  So, you had already had a wide knowledge of different campuses 

then—  

Ochoa Yes. 

Strot —in Waco ISD.  Tell me a little bit about what your first impression then was 

after you got this letter and maybe found out a little more.  What was your kind of 

initial impression of what a professional development school would be and 

Hillcrest Professional Development School? 

Ochoa Well, I have never heard anything like it, about what the school was going to look 

like, and once the discussion started I was just real excited.  I was real excited 

because of the possibilities that it could bring not only just to the students that 

would be coming but also to the teachers that would be working there because it 

was very non-traditional, the way that the discussion was going of how the 

teachers would work.  They would be working with the professors who would 
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come in and actually team teach in a way with the teachers so that if there was a 

problem with a student or a problem with curriculum then the professor could 

come in and work with the teachers.  And the teachers could step aside, or the 

professors might come in and watch the teachers interact with our students.  And 

so, it was going to be a learning process for everybody involved.  So, I thought just 

that—to myself, I thought that that hadn’t happened before and those doors 

hadn’t been open enough usually with—when we have student teachers, the 

Baylor faculty would come in and sit in the back of the room and might hand out 

an evaluation form and have a discussion, and that was pretty much it.  But this 

was really going to open up a new way of interacting.  

Strot Okay, so you’ve sort of answered this in what you just said.  But as you attended 

those first committee meetings, what was your first impression then of what the 

vision for this school, how it was being articulated by people? 

Ochoa I really think that they wanted to start from scratch because even with the layout 

of the building—it was an old school already that had been closed down—they 

didn’t have any preconceived ideas of what the rooms would look like, what the 

teacher’s job description might be, who would be hired and for what reason.  And 

it actually grew—my impression was that it grew from the discussions, so that was 

one good thing that I felt would make a positive change is if it really kind of grew 

from everyone’s ideas.  

Strot Okay, can you think of an example then from those early days of an idea that 

somebody— 
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Ochoa Brought up? 

Strot —whoever—brought up that then kind of actually became fleshed out and part of 

what happened as the school opened? 

Ochoa Several of them.  One of them was actually team teaching, and then we brought up 

the idea that it would be great since we were multi-aged that we would team teach 

with another teacher.  And so, one suggestion was instead of having to come out 

of your classroom to meet with the other teacher, that if we just had an open-type 

kind of classroom, and the way they worked around that was just to knock the wall 

out between the two rooms.  And so— 

Strot So, actually, architectural modifications were made as a result of some of the ideas. 

Ochoa That’s right.  Which it’s worked out perfect for team teaching now.  You look 

back, and people might say, How did that wall—why is the wall knocked out just 

between two classrooms?  Well, I think that actually came from the discussion.  

Another one would be, one area was communication and that teachers who had—

I think either someone brought it up or had visited a school where teachers had 

telephones in their classroom.  And so, they said, Well, why not?  And at that time, 

teachers did not have phones in the classroom in WISD, right?  If they did, I 

didn’t know about it.  And so, when the school opened up, we all had our own 

telephone in our classroom with a line we could call out any time we wanted to, or 

somebody could call in, so. 

Strot And this would have been ’93, ’94, when the school opened, correct? 

Ochoa Yes. 
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Strot Okay, two good examples.  What about the opposite of that?  Can you think of an 

idea that somebody throughout that then after some discussion it was decided that 

no, maybe that wasn’t the best idea to pursue? 

Ochoa There may be lots of those that I don’t know(??). 

Strot (speaks at same time)  Or something that was pursued and then dropped within 

the first year or two because it turned out not to work out in the way it was 

envisioned? 

Ochoa I know one of those.  I know when we opened up we would have a mentor 

teacher, which would be an experienced teacher who had been teaching for at least 

five years, three or five years, would be working with a brand new teacher. 

Strot So, that was the teaming arrangement between the two rooms. 

Ochoa Right, between the two rooms. 

Strot Okay. 

Ochoa So— 

Strot So, a brand new but fully-trained, already certified teacher. 

Ochoa Already certified teacher would be working with the mentor teacher, and back 

then we called those master teachers.  So, we would have a new teacher working 

with the master teacher, and then after two years then the—I think it’s two to 

three years—then that new teacher would leave and then work in the district 

somewhere else, and then we’d have another new teacher come in with that master 

teacher.  After we worked with that for a while, we found out that it was too hard 

on the master teacher to do that every two years because you actually had the 
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master teacher training and helping a new teacher plus the two interns every two 

years, which was a lot of starting over actually within the new two teachers.  So, 

that has changed.  That was one idea we started with that is now changed. 

Strot Now, let’s go back to those beginning times, and tell me a little bit more about the 

transition from being a committee member planning a new school to actually 

being a faculty member at this new school that you had previously been helping 

plan.  Kind of take me through that process.  

Ochoa Okay.  I had the chance to visit, while I was on the committee, several other 

schools, PDS schools, across the country.  We broke into teams and did that.  

After that was done, we came back.  We actually walked to the school, talked 

about the architect, what we would do to change that.  Then it came down to 

selecting staff, and so— 

Strot And that process started when, in relation to when the committee work started? 

Ochoa I’m trying to think.  Let’s see.  It’s probably at the end of the—in the fall of ’91 

when we—I think the vision of the school had already— 

Strot  Fall of ’91 then, or fall of ’92? 

Ochoa (speaks at same time)  Ninety-two. 

Strot Fall of ’92 because the school opened the next year in ’93.  Okay, so fall of ’92, 

now how did the committee approach this issue of staffing a school, not that it 

was an issue, but— 

Ochoa I know that they were going to select the principal, and I was not part of the 

selection. 
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Strot So, they had a separate committee for the principal. 

Ochoa Separate for that.  Once the principal was hired, then the principal and a Baylor 

faculty then would be hiring the staff.  One thing that was discussed in the way 

that the hiring process did take place is that the two, the new principal and the 

Baylor faculty member, would hire a teacher.  Then that teacher would become 

part of the hiring team, and then once that teacher was selected then it just grew 

from there.  Everybody who was hired became part of the hiring committee to 

add each teacher on.  I remember being in my—it was a phone call at home.  It 

was an evening, and Ron McIntire had been selected principal.  And I didn’t know 

him, never had met him.  He called me one night and was in the administration 

building.  I could hardly hear him because the vacuum cleaner was going on all 

around him, but he told me, he said he had just been hired for this new 

professional development school and would like to have me work at the school 

and if I would be interested.  And I said, “Of course, yes,” because I knew pretty 

much what would be required in the background for that.  And he told me when I 

would go for the interview, and so it was going to be held at Baylor, which was 

different for me because it was not the administration building.  And so, I went in 

and met Dr. McIntire and Tom Proctor, who was the Baylor professor there.  And 

went through the interview, and they told me right then I was hired.  And then 

when I came out, Victoria Ward was waiting to be the next person interviewed.  

And she was hired, and then we became part of a team who then added on. 

Strot Now, let’s explore that for just a minute because, well, first of all, Hillcrest is a 
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rather small faculty.  So, you were hiring at that point the master teachers first, 

right?   

Ochoa Yes. 

Strot So, you were filling seven positions at that point?  

Ochoa Right. 

Strot And then all those seven plus the principal that—eight or nine people then went 

on to then hire the other six or seven teachers that would be the new teachers.  

Okay, just trying to get this straight in my mind.  So, did the new teachers also 

become part of the hiring team, or was it just the master team? 

Ochoa It was just the master teachers. 

Strot Eventually, once those six were hired, they became the hiring team.  Okay, so back 

up just a little bit.  As you were on the committee, when did you start thinking that 

maybe you would like to be part of this new school? 

Ochoa Oh, just through the—every time we met I thought how exciting it would be to 

work at a place—and part of it since I was teaching GT, and I was doing a lot of 

different types of curriculum ideas with students.  We were doing independent 

study.  We were doing multi—we were doing thematic units and things.  And 

when they were discussing the curriculum, it was going to be pretty much open to 

what the teacher—we, as a group, were going to decide the curriculum, which was 

real exciting to me because it gave me a lot of freedom to then do what I wanted 

to do.  

Strot Now when you were hired, were you hired for a specific position?  Like when they 
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said, You’re hired, did they say, You’re going to be our first/second teacher, our 

GT teacher, or was it just, We want you as part of the team? 

Ochoa Let’s see.  I remember having a choice.  And so, I did select the second and third 

grade maybe because I was the first one with a choice, and then they kind of went 

from there. 

Strot Now, what about the GT position, which is what you had.  Was there going to be 

a GT position that you could have chosen?  

Ochoa I don’t think they kept that as a separate teacher. 

Strot The first year the school opened, as I recall, there was not a separate GT teacher.  

Ochoa Because I remember that one of the things they were going to do when they 

focused on hiring the master teachers is that each one would have a specialized 

area.  So, since my background was in gifted and talented, then I would have the 

background of gifted and talented.  There would be one who would specialize in 

math and maybe one that would specialize in reading, technology, so that was 

how—that’s pretty much changed as well.  But at the beginning, that’s how they 

were going to hire and focus on specialized teachers.  

Strot Okay, now you’ve described the vision of Hillcrest PDS.  In your own personal 

case, what was it about the Hillcrest vision that attracted you?  You had already 

mentioned the idea of having Baylor faculty working together with the teachers.  

What other things were personally attractive to you about the ideas, the visions 

that were being spoken of for Hillcrest? 

Ochoa Well, this school was going to open up as a year-round school, which was new 
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also.  I had never worked in a year-round school.  

Strot Had Waco had year-round schools before? 

Ochoa (speaks at same time)  I don’t think that they did.  I think— 

Strot So, that was the first year they even had some year-round schools. 

Ochoa (speaking at same time)  I think it was going to be the first.  And the whole idea of 

having October off and working three months and off a month was new and 

exciting for me.  It was also going to be a magnet school so that we would have 

students from all over Waco.  It’s going to be multi-age.  That’s new for me to be 

able to have that.  Let’s see.  And I think having teachers that specialized and that 

had a lot of experience, to work with a team like that was very interesting to me. 

Strot Okay, were there any special perks or privileges that went along with becoming a 

teacher at Hillcrest PDS?  Did the district—there was the prestige, of course, but 

did the district provide any concrete reward?  Did Baylor provide anything that 

other teachers would not have if they weren’t in a PDS? 

Ochoa Now Baylor did, and maybe because Baylor, that part of it was new.  But Baylor 

had us at the beginning almost as adjunct professors.  We had our Baylor card, 

faculty card, we had insert—I mean credit hours that we could take our 

coursework there at Baylor, which was a great advantage for me because that’s 

what—I was going to continue going to school.  And really just I think feeling a 

part more of Baylor was the biggest perk.  

Strot Now in those early years, since you were in on this from the beginning, you were 

able to be on the committee both before the first principal was selected and for 
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the period after.  So, could you describe a little bit about the principal that was 

hired, Ron McIntire, and how what he brought to the school impacted and 

evolved from what the committee had been meeting to discuss?  Then when the 

principal came, I would imagine—well, just tell us how then the committee sort of 

handed over the reigns to the principal and what happened then? 

Ochoa As I said, I wasn’t part of the selection with hiring Dr. Mac, but I think he was the 

excellent choice for opening up a school like this because it was going to be so 

totally different.  And he definitely had different ideas, and he came with a 

different set of goals for teachers and students and how the school would be run, 

something that I have not ever—even working with the principals that I had 

worked with before—had not really seen.  And it was—one example of that, even 

before the school opened, we met as a faculty in the administration building.  I’ll 

never forget it was just in the summer time.  It was blazing hot, and we met all 

there so that we could work through the budget and order what we needed.  I was 

always used to having a list of things that I traditionally needed:  pencils, paper, 

folders, that kind of thing, to order.  And he laid out this huge budget and he had 

catalogues there and he said, “We need to order furniture.  I want you to order 

anything you need.”  And so, as a faculty, we ordered everything from the color of 

chairs we wanted in the classroom, in the building, to file cabinets.  I mean, we 

really ordered everything for the school to open, which was to me something 

totally different, just having that opportunity to do that, and then working, at that 

time, as a group, as a whole faculty, I think, helped us all get together. 
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Strot Could you say a little bit more about that in context?  Now in Waco, Texas, you 

said, Dr. Mac did things completely different.  So, what was the norm that you 

expected that principals usually took as their role, and what was really different 

then about Dr. Mac in the way he took on the role as principal for this new 

school? 

Ochoa I think that—I’m trying to put it in a real simple way, and it may be that I think his 

expectation of the teachers—he would always say, “Here’s what needs to be 

done,” or, “Here’s the goal that I’m expecting.  Now you can do it any way you 

want to.  Let me know what you need, and just do it.”  And so, whatever it took, if 

we—and it didn’t matter if we all needed the same thing or if I needed something 

specifically different to get the job done, that’s where he was a help.  So, we were 

able to be creative.  We were able to use our expertise to get the job done.  We 

weren’t really told how to do it and when to do it.  He gave us keys to the 

building, which was totally not heard of.  And so, what happened was with that 

kind of direction I think teachers worked much harder and much longer to make 

sure that the job was done.  And it wasn’t because we were told what needed to be 

done and how, but it was just expected.  And so, we really, really worked hard to 

get that done. 

Strot Well, now if the principal then sort of turned this over to being directed by the 

teachers, then what was he doing because you might say, “Well, then that’s what 

principals usually do.”  So, what was this principal doing while the teachers were 

doing that? 
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Ochoa I think he took care of doing those things that teachers really don’t have the time 

and expertise to do.  And one of them would be getting money so that when we 

did run across things we needed money was there, and he’d get grants from 

everywhere, I think just different types of grants.  He was working closely with 

community members so that that relationship with school and community was 

there.  We always had visitors come in from the community to come see the 

school so that it became a focus of the city of Waco.  And I think we were looked 

at as a new school, a different school, and he had that kind of relationship with 

others that once they knew what we were doing then I think they were more 

wanting to help in our mission to get that done.  So, the teachers worked in 

school, and he worked out.  (laughs)  

Strot Yeah, that’s a very good way to put it.  It’s almost like an analogy would be the 

way the president of a university operates as compared to the faculty if the 

faculty’s doing what they’re supposed to do that Dr. Mac had outward work.  Now 

what about in terms of the school vision as teachers were hired?  What was the 

principal’s role and the role of the master teachers now as a faculty picking up that 

vision from the committee? 

Ochoa Well, we met a lot.  One of the things, even at the beginning of our school before 

the school opened, we met and we went on the retreat and we met with—as a 

whole group—I forgot the name of the place we met, but it was— 

Strot The October retreat, right after— 

Ochoa (speaks at same time)  The October retreat. 
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Strot Yes. 

Ochoa It was right outside of Waco, I think, in _____??_____, some little place, but it 

was—I mean, that part, too, was brand new, I think, to the teachers to be able to 

go off somewhere in a real retreat.  We knew school board members did it and we 

knew Baylor faculty probably did it but as a faculty we did not— 

Strot In fact, didn’t the superintendent show up at that retreat? 

Ochoa The superintendent, yes, he did.  He stayed there and sat with us and met with us.  

We met for two days and spent the night there and ate together and laughed and 

played and worked.  So, really, when school opened up, we were able to—one 

phrase we always use is, “We were able to agree to disagree,” and then come back 

and work harder and disagree and agree again.  And it was nothing for me to tell a 

teacher, “Well, I just don’t think that way, but I can live with it.”  If the staff feels 

we’re going to go this way, then here’s what I believe, but I’ll either—I’m going to 

give my opinion and not feel bad about it.  So, I think that kind of added to being 

very open with each other, understanding each other, some of our strengths, some 

our weaknesses, and working together to do that. 

Strot How were decisions made? 

Ochoa It was the faculty that—it was not—and that was one of the first times where I 

had sat in a meeting at a school faculty meeting where the principal did not get up 

and tell us a list of things of what to do and what we’re going to do. 

Strot Okay, so your normal experience was like mine had been with principals that in a 

faculty meeting, everybody sat and faced the principal, and the principal got up 
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and told you what the district wanted you to know. 

Ochoa There was an agenda. 

Strot And these are the things you need to do, and here’s a committee, and those kinds 

of things.  Now describe instead a faculty meeting with the principal of Hillcrest, 

the first— 

Ochoa The faculty meetings and even when there was not a big agenda—well, let me 

even back up because there was not ever an agenda.  We sat around in a circle, 

which was the first thing that was different.  We sat around in a circle.  We 

rotated— 

Strot Now what if somebody didn’t want to sit in a circle? 

Ochoa They didn’t have to sit in a circle, but we sat in a circle.  

Strot Everybody did sit in a circle, as I recall, yeah. 

Ochoa (speaks at the same time)  Yes, we did sit in a circle.  (laughs)  You were part of the 

group, and the circle was very important.  So, one teacher would be in charge.  We 

rotated that chair. 

Strot So, the principal was not in charge? 

Ochoa Principal was not the chair.  He was not in charge. 

Strot Did that take some getting used to at first? 

Ochoa Oh, yes, it did.  It didn’t take long, but it did get—(laughs) 

Strot Okay. 

Ochoa If I was the chair, then other faculty would send me an agenda item, and all we 

would have to do is put—if I was going to talk about discipline, then I would say, 
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“Discipline, fifteen minutes,” because that was something that needed to be 

discussed.  And so, I would lead that meeting for that day, and we decided things 

in clusters, which is another whole— 

Strot I’m going to stop here and turn the tape over. 

Ochoa Okay. 

Tape 1, side 1 ends; side 2 begins. 

Strot Okay, we’re continuing the interview with Bianca Ochoa.  This is side 2, June 10, 

2004, and you were describing clusters and how they worked in decision-making. 

Ochoa What we did is we took big issues and created clusters, which were teams of 

faculty who would take care of or discuss an issue and then bring it back to the 

faculty.  Discipline was one.  We since—and I’ll give you an example.  Go ahead. 

Strot Let me interrupt for just one minute, and then we’ll come back to this one.  Why 

not call it a committee?  It sounds like a committee.  Why is it called a cluster? 

Ochoa Hmm.  I don’t know because I know one of the pictures we had helped describe 

that.  It was like a cluster of grapes.  

Strot Okay, was there something different about these clusters than other committees 

you might have served on and how they operated or how long they— 

Ochoa Well, the clusters really generated from issues that needed to be discussed. 

Strot Okay, so these were not standing clusters that met on a regular basis kind of thing? 

Ochoa No. 

Strot Okay, sorry for the interruption.  Now talk about the discipline cluster.  

Ochoa Okay.  So, we had students—if you can imagine, when we opened up from all 
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over Waco—we had lots of students with discipline problems.  Part of that was 

because Mac went out and actually looked for those kids.  He wanted—

(loudspeaker activates) 

Strot I have heard that story from other people I’ve interviewed.  So, if you could 

elaborate just a little bit on that to dispel any myth that (Ochoa laughs) Hillcrest 

was somehow attracting all the elite students from the district. 

Ochoa Well, that’s one thing that we didn’t want to see happen, and I know Mac doesn’t 

want to see happen was that, if you can imagine, you had to apply to come to the 

school.  And it was going to be a great new school with a new vision, and so the 

parents who were applying were the ones who were well read on what this new 

school was going to offer.  So, in looking through the list, we did have a lot of 

affluent students— 

Strot From all ethnic backgrounds, right? 

Ochoa Yes, and so Mac said, “We just can’t have this school that’s going to look one way.  

If we’re going to be a true PDS, then we need to open this up to everyone.”  And 

so, he went to a principal’s meeting and asked principals to nominate and to get a 

list out to parents to nominate their students to come here, to apply for their 

students to come here.  Well, I’m sure that every principal knew exactly the 

parents they wanted to target, so— 

Strot Okay, so that sets the stage now for the discipline committee.  

Ochoa Yes, and we had a lot of students, and so if you were the leader or bailer(??) or top 

dog at one school and was pretty much it, and you came to this school and there 
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were four or five in the classroom, it just created a lot of problems those first 

couple of weeks. 

Strot Four or five of the same kinds of wanting-to-be-top-dog kind of students. 

Ochoa Right.  So, it was a lot of competition and some discipline issues there.  So, that 

was one big concern that we needed to hit right away.  We needed to come up 

with a discipline plan that would work school wide.  And so, Tom Proctor took 

the lead on that, and so we had a cluster.  We discussed the different issues.  He 

gave us a good direction on what we should do.  And so, after meeting a couple of 

times then we took that back to faculty, and then this became our discipline plan.  

There was another issue on math.  We wanted to change our math program, and 

so a cluster took that on.  So, I think through help with Baylor and through our 

faculty we worked as a group to solve some of those problems and issues through 

clusters.  So, usually at faculty meetings then those clusters would come back and 

report to the whole faculty and would recommend one way or the other what we 

should do, and then the faculty then voted with a nod as we went around the circle 

if that would be the way we wanted to go.  So, you can either pass or you could 

say yes or you could say no and voice your opinion why.  And so, that was the way 

the meetings were run.  

Strot Now at what point did—were there a certain number of nods needed, or could 

something go forward if even one person objected strongly?  How did that work 

out? 

Ochoa No, we went with the majority, and usually if that person disagreed and voiced 
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their reason why they disagreed then we could come back and say, I know you 

didn’t accept this idea, but can you live with it? 

Strot Okay.  So, there would be further discussion as—if it didn’t go nods and passes all 

around, then there would be further discussion until some sort of— 

Ochoa Yes. 

Strot —resolution was reached that everything could live with.  Good, well that sounds 

very different from a normal faculty meeting.  How were things that normally go 

on at a faculty meeting communicated, such as edicts from the district or the state 

of how things have to go?  Were those even covered in faculty meetings, or was 

that handled in a different way? 

Ochoa No, I don’t think—and I’m sure there was a lot that went on that needed to 

probably be filtered down to teachers that we didn’t even know about. 

Strot And do you think that was intentional? 

Ochoa I think that was intentional.  And if there were some things we’d heard about that 

other schools had to do, sometimes that was taken care of because it was done 

already in the office.  Or filling out papers or doing this extra form, a lot of that 

was taken care of in the office and not sent to us, so. 

Strot So, it sounds like Dr. McIntire had a fairly clear vision of what he wanted the 

teachers to be doing, and he didn’t want any kind of busywork to get in the way of 

that.  

Ochoa Right. 

Strot Interesting. 
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Ochoa And, like I said, I’m sure there’s a lot that we probably needed to have been told 

sometimes where they tell the principals to report back to the faculty.  And if it 

was busy work, if it was just informative things that we really didn’t need to hear 

one more time, it probably wasn’t ever told to us. 

Strot Okay, well, let me ask you a little bit about how you perceived your role in—well, 

no, let’s talk about this.  Tell, me a little bit about the people who collaborated 

with you at Hillcrest PDS those first couple of years, and what were their—people 

who came into your classroom collaborated with you—what was their official 

roles, and how was this different or similar to what you’d encountered before at 

other schools? 

Ochoa We had Tom Proctor who was here a lot.  We had— 

Strot So, this is a Baylor faculty. 

Ochoa Baylor faculty.  We had Susan Johnsen, Baylor faculty— 

Strot (speaks at same time)  Baylor faculty. 

Ochoa —which I had known with my gifted and talented classes that I’d had.  Rick 

Strot— 

Strot I was there, yes. 

Ochoa —who was here.  You were there. 

Strot I was another Baylor faculty. 

Ochoa So— 

Strot What about from WISD?  Were there people who came in to collaborate you that 

you thought, I don’t know if this occurs at other schools as well.  I mean, I know 
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there’re the normal facilitators and so on that come in and help, but were there 

people other than the Baylor people who also came in in that collaboration? 

Ochoa I don’t remember.   

Strot So, the district— 

Ochoa I mean, they weren’t as big a part to me I think of newness that stuck out. 

Strot Okay.  So, the principal was the main part from—they hired a new principal with a 

different vision.  Okay.  What about from the community?  What kind of 

collaboration did you have with parents or the business community or anything 

like that? 

Ochoa I feel that—and it may be because this was a new school—but we had a lot of 

parent participation.  We had a lot of parents who took interest in the school who 

also spent many hours working on the site-base committee that would help run 

and give direction to the school, which was new.  I mean, I think they actually 

discussed issues where parents really had a voice in the direction of the school. 

Strot Now this was around the time that didn’t the state mandate that these curriculum 

decision-making committees would occur on every campus and involve parents 

and so on?   

Ochoa Yes. 

Strot So, it was a new idea, one that a lot of schools were setting up, but at Hillcrest— 

Ochoa I think here at Hillcrest they actually did make a big difference.  They really did 

voice, and we had parents.  And this is one thing that Mac made sure of, is that we 

had voice from all parents.  It wasn’t just the doctors or the lawyers or the 
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business owners.  It was parents from all over that voiced their concerns, that 

became part of the working group, and that helped change the direction. 

Strot When you think about those parents that you worked with and that came into 

collaborate, what was the understanding, do you think, of the parents in that first 

year or two of what a PDS was? 

Ochoa I don’t know.  I know they read about it through brochures.  I know they read 

about it in the newspaper.  (telephone rings) 

Strot Go ahead. 

Ochoa Let me get that.  Okay.   

Strot We’ll pause.  (pause in recording)  Okay, we paused for a telephone call, and now 

we’re going to stop the interview at this point, and we will continue with another 

interview another day.  So, thank you very much. 

Ochoa Okay. 

end of interview 
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